The problem of viral packaging (condensation) and ejection from viral capsid in the presence of multivalent counterions is considered. Experiments show divalent counterions strongly influence the amount of DNA ejected from bacteriophage. In this paper, the strong electrostatic interactions between DNA molecules in the presence of multivalent counterions is investigated. It is shown that experiment results agree reasonably well with the phenomenon of DNA reentrant condensation. This phenomenon is known to cause DNA condensation in the presence of tri-or tetra-valent counterions. For divalent counterions, the viral capsid confinement strongly suppresses DNA configurational entropy, therefore the correlation between divalent counterions is strongly enhanced causing similar effect. Computational studies also agree well with theoretical calculations.
Introduction
The problem of DNA condensation in the presence of multivalent counterions has seen a strong revival of interest in recent years. This is because of the need to develop effective ways of gene delivery for the rapidly growing field of genetic therapy. DNA viruses such as bacteriophages provide excellent study candidates for this purpose. One can package genomic DNA into viruses, then deliver and release the molecule into targeted individual cells. Recently there is a large biophysics literature dedicated to the problem of DNA condensation (packaging and ejection) inside bacteriophages ( for a review, see for example, [1] ).
Most bacteriophages, or viruses that infect bacteria, are composed of a DNA genome coiling inside a rigid, protective capsid. It is well-known that the persistence length, l p , of DNA is about 50 nm, comparable to or larger than the inner diameter of the viral capsid. The genome of a typical bacteriophage is about 10 microns or 200 persistence lengths. Thus the DNA molecule is considerably bent and strongly confined inside the viral capsid resulting in a substantially pressurized capsid with internal pressure as high as 50 atm [2] [3] [4] [5] . It has been suggested that this pressure is the main driving force for the ejection of the viral genome into the host cell when the capsid tail binds to the receptor in the cell membrane, and subsequently opens the capsid. This idea is supported by various experiments both in vivo and in vitro [3, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The in vitro experiments additionally revealed possibilities of controlling the ejection of DNA from bacteriophages. One example is the addition of PEG (polyethyleneglycol), a large molecule incapable of penetrating the viral capsid. A finite PEG concentration in solution produces an apparent osmotic pressure on the capsid. This in turn leads to a reduction or even complete inhibition of the ejection of DNA.
Since DNA is a strongly charged molecule in aqueous solution, the screening condition of the solution also affects the ejection process. At a given external osmotic pressure, by varying the salinity of solution, one can also vary the amount of DNA ejected. Interestingly, it has been shown that monovalent counterions such as NaCl have a negligible effect on the DNA ejection process [3, 12, 13] . In contrast, multivalent counterions such as Mg +2 , CoHex +3 (Co-hexamine), Spd +3 (spermidine) or Spm +4 (spermine) exert strong effect, both qualitatively and quantitatively different from that of monovalent counterions. In this paper, we focus on the role of Mg +2 divalent counterion on DNA ejection. In Fig. 1 , the percentage of ejected DNA from bacteriophage λ (at 3.5 atm external osmotic pressure) from [11, Fang 2009, personal communication] are plotted as a function of MgSO 4 concentration (solid circles). The three colors correspond to three different sets of data. Evidently, the effect of multivalent counterions on the DNA ejection is non-monotonic. There is an optimal Mg +2 concentration where the minimum amount of DNA genome is ejected from the phages. The general problem of understanding DNA condensation and interaction in the presence of divalent counterions is rather complex because many physical factors involved are energetically comparable to each other. In this paper, we focus on understanding the nonspecific electrostatic interactions involved in the inhibition of DNA ejection by divalent counterions. We show that some aspects of the DNA ejection experiments can be explained within this framework. Specifically, we propose that the non-monotonic influence of multivalent counterions on DNA ejection from viruses is expected to have the same physical origin as the phenomenon of reentrant DNA condensation in free solution [14] [15] [16] .
Due to strong electrostatic interaction between DNA and Mg +2 counterions, the counterions condense on the DNA molecule. As a result, a DNA molecule behaves electrostatically as a charged polymer with the effective net charge, η * per unit length, equal to the sum of the "bare" DNA charges, η 0 = −1e/1.7Å, and the charges of condensed counterions. There are strong correlations between the condensed counterions at the DNA surface which cannot be described using the standard Poisson-Boltzmann mean-field theory. Strongly correlated counterion theories, various experiments and simulations [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] have showed that when these strong correlations are taken into account, η * is not only smaller than η 0 in magnitude but can even have opposite sign: this is known as the charge inversion phenomenon. The degree of counterion condensation, and correspondingly the value of η * , depends logarithmically on the concentration of multivalent counterions, c Z . As c Z increases from zero, η * becomes less negative, neutral and eventually positive. We propose that the multivalent counterion (Z−ions for short) concentration, c Z,0 , where DNA's net charge is neutral corresponds to the optimal inhibition due to Mg +2 −induced DNA-DNA attraction inside the capsid. At counterion concentration c Z lower or higher than c Z,0 , η * is either negative or positive. As a charged molecule at these concentrations, DNA prefers to be in solution to lower its electrostatic self-energy (due to the geometry involved, the capacitance of DNA molecule is higher in free solution than in the bundle inside the capsid). Accordingly, this leads to a higher percentage of ejected viral genome.
The fact that Mg +2 counterions can have such strong influence on DNA ejection is highly non-trivial. It is well-known that Mg +2 ions do not condense or only condense partially free DNA molecules in aqueous solution [23, 24] . Yet, they exert strong effects on DNA ejection from bacteriophages. We argue that this is due to the entropic confinement of the viral capsid. Unlike free DNA molecules in solution, DNA packaged inside capsid are strongly bent and the thermal fluctuations of DNA molecule is strongly suppressed. It is due to this unique setup of the bacteriophage where DNA is pre-packaged by a motor protein during virus assembly that Mg +2 ions can induce attractions between DNA. It should be mentioned that Mg +2 counterions have been shown experimentally to condense DNA in another confined system: the DNA condensation in two dimension [25] . Results from our computer simulations in Section 5 (see also [26, 27] ), also show that if the lateral motion of DNA is restricted, divalent counterions can induced DNA condensation. The strength of DNA-DNA attraction energy mediated by divalent counterions is comparable to the theoretical results.
The organization of the paper as follows: In Section 2, a brief review of the phenomenon of overcharging DNA by multivalent counterions, and the reentrant condensation phenomenon are presented. In Section 3, these strongly correlated electrostatic phenomena are used to setup a theoretical study of DNA ejection from bacteriophages. In Section 4, the semi-empirical theory is fit to the experimental data of DNA ejection from bacteriophages. The fitting results are discussed in the context of various other experimental and simulation studies of DNA condensation by divalent counterions. In Section 5, an Expanded Ensemble Grand Canonical Monte-Carlo simulation of a DNA hexagonal bundle is presented. It is shown that the simulation results reaffirm our theoretical understanding. We conclude in Section 6.
Overcharging of DNA by multivalent counterions
In this section, let us briefly visit the phenomenal of overcharging of DNA by multivalent counterions to introduce various physical parameters involved in our theory. More detail descriptions, and other aspect of strongly correlated electrostatics can be found in [18] . Standard linearized mean field theories of electrolyte solution states that in solutions with mobile ions, the Coulomb potential of a point charge, q, is screened exponentially beyond a Debye-Hückel (DH) screening radius, r s :
The DH screening radius r s depends on the concentrations of mobile ions in solution and is given by
where c i and z i are the concentration and the valence of mobile ions of species i, e is the charge of a proton, and D ≈ 78 is the dielectric constant of water. Because DNA is a strongly charged molecule in solution, linear approximation breaks down near the DNA surface because the potential energy, eV DH (r), would be greater than k B T in this region. It has been shown that, within the general non-linear mean-field PoissonBoltzmann theory, the counterions would condense on the DNA surface to reduce its surface potential to be about k B T. This so-called Manning counterion condensation effect leads to an "effective" DNA linear charge density:
In these mean field theories, the charge of a DNA remains negative at all ranges of ionic strength of the solution. The situation is completely different when DNA is screened by multivalent counterions such as Mg 2+ , Spd 3+ or Spm 4+ . These counterions also condense on DNA surface due to theirs strong attraction to DNA negative surface charges. However, unlike their monovalent counterparts, the electrostatic interactions among condensed counterions are very strong due to their high valency. These interactions are even stronger than k B T and mean field approximation is no longer valid in this case. Counterintuitive phenomena emerge when DNA molecules are screened by multivalent counterions. For example, beyond a threshold counterion concentration, the multivalent counterions can even over-condense on a DNA molecule making its net charge positive. Furthermore, near the threshold concentration, DNA molecules are neutral and they can attract each other causing condensation of DNA into macroscopic bundles (the so-called like-charged attraction phenomenon).
To understand how multivalent counterions overcharge DNA molecules, let us write down the balance of the electro-chemical potentials of a counterion at the DNA surface and in the bulk solution.
Here v o is the molecular volume of the counterion, Z is the counterion valency. φ(a) is the electrostatic surface potential at the dressed DNA. Approximating the dressed DNA as a uniformly charged cylinder with linear charged density η * and radius a, φ(a) can be written as:
where K 0 and K 1 are Bessel functions (this expression is twice the value given in [28] because we assume that the screening ion atmosphere does not penetrate the DNA cylinder).
In (4), c Z (a) is the local concentration of the counterion at the DNA surface:
where σ 0 = η 0 /2πa is the bare surface charge density of a DNA molecule and the GouyChapman length λ = Dk B T/2πσ 0 Ze is the distance at which the potential energy of a counterion due to the DNA bare surface charge is one thermal energy k B T. The term μ cor in (4) is due to the correlation energies of the counterions at the DNA surface. It is this term which is neglected in mean-field theories. Several approximate, complementary theories, such as strongly correlated liquid [17, 18, 29] , strong coupling [19, 21] or counterion release [30, 31] have been proposed to calculate this term. Although with varying degree of analytical complexity, they have similar physical origins. In this paper, we followed the theory presented in [18] . In this theory, the strongly interacting counterions in the condensed layer are assumed to form a two-dimensional strongly correlated liquid on the surface of the DNA (see Fig. 2 ). In the limit of very strong correlation, the liquid form a two-dimensional Wigner crystal (with lattice constant A) and μ cor is proportional to the interaction energy of the counterion with background charges of its Wigner-Seitz cell. Exact calculation of this limit gives [18] :
Here r WS = √ 3A 2 /2π is the radius of a disc with the same area as that of a WignerSeitz cell of the Wigner crystal (see. Fig. 2 ). It is easy to show that for multivalent counterions, the so-called Coulomb coupling (or plasma) parameter, = (Ze) 2 /Dr WS k B T, is greater than one. Therefore, |μ cor | > k B T, and thus cannot be neglected in the balance of chemical potential, (4) .
Knowing μ cor , one can easily solve (4) to obtain the net charge of a DNA for a given counterion concentration:
where the concentration c Z,0 is given by: 
A r WS
Equation (8) clearly shows that for counterion concentrations higher than c Z,0 , the DNA net charge η * is positive, indicating the over−condensation of the counterions on DNA. In other words, DNA is overcharged by multivalent counterions at these concentrations. Notice (7) shows that, for multivalent counterions Z 1, μ cor is strongly negative for multivalent counterions, |μ cor | k B T. Therefore, c Z,0 is exponentially smaller than c Z (a) and a realistic concentration obtainable in experiments.
Besides the overcharging phenomenon, DNA molecules screened by multivalent counterions also experience the counterintuitive like-charge attraction effect. This short range attraction between DNA molecules can also be explained within the framework of the strong correlated liquid theory. Indeed, in the area where DNA molecules touch each other, each counterion charge is compensated by the "bare" background charge of two DNA molecules instead of one (see Fig. 3 ). Due to this doubling of background charge, each counterion condensed in this region gains an energy of: 
The combination of the overcharging of DNA molecules and the like charged attraction phenomena (both induced by multivalent counterions) leads to the so-called reentrant condensation of DNA. At small counterion concentrations, c Z , DNA molecules are undercharged. At high counterion concentrations, c Z , DNA molecules are overcharged. The Coulomb repulsion between charged DNA molecules keeps individual DNA molecules apart in solution. At an intermediate range of c Z around c Z,0 , DNA molecules are mostly neutral. The short range attraction forces are able to overcome weak Coulomb repulsion leading to their condensation. In this paper, we proposed that this reentrant behavior of DNA condensation as function of counterion concentration is the main physical mechanism behind the non-monotonic dependence of DNA ejection from bacteriophages as a function of the Mg +2 concentrations.
Theoretical calculation of DNA ejection from bacteriophage
We are now in the position to obtain a theoretical description of the problem of DNA ejection from bacteriophages in the presence of multivalent counterions. We begin by writing the total energy of a viral DNA molecule as the sum of the energy of DNA segments ejected outside the capsid with length L o and the energy of DNA segments remaining inside the capsid with length
where L is the total length of the viral DNA genome:
Because the ejected DNA segment is under no entropic confinement, we neglect contributions from bending energy and approximate E out by the electrostatic energy of a free DNA of the same length in solution:
where the DNA net charge, η * , for a given counterion concentration is given by (8) . The negative sign in (13) signifies the fact that the system of the combined DNA and the condensed counterions is equivalent to a cylindrical capacitor under constant charging potential. As shown in previous section, we expect the η * to be a function of the Z−ions concentration c Z and can be positive when c Z > c Z,0 . In the limit of strongly correlated liquid, c Z,0 is given in (9) . However, the exponential factor in this equation shows that an accurate evaluation of c Z,0 is very sensitive to an accurate calculation of the correlation chemical potential μ cor . For practical purposes, the accurate calculation of μ cor is a highly non-trivial task. One would need to go beyond the flat two-dimensional Wigner crystal approximation and takes into account not only the non-zero thickness of the condensed counterion layer but also the complexity of DNA geometry. Therefore, within the scope of this paper, we are going to consider c Z,0 as a phenomenological constant concentration whose value is obtained by fitting the result of our theory to the experimental data.
The energy of the DNA segment inside the viral capsid comes from the bending energy of the DNA coil and the interaction between neighboring DNA double helices:
where d is the average DNA-DNA interaxial distance.
There exists different models to calculate the bending energy of a packaged DNA molecules in literature [5, 9, [32] [33] [34] . In this paper, for simplicity, we employ the viral DNA packaging model used previously in [9, 32, 33] . In this model, the DNA viral genome are assumed to simply coil co-axially inward with the neighboring DNA helices forming a hexagonal lattice with lattice constant d (Fig. 4) . For a spherical capsid, this model gives:
where R is the radius of the inner surface of the viral capsid.
To calculate the interaction energy between neighboring DNA segments inside the capsid, E int (L i , d), we assume that DNA molecules are almost neutralized by the counterions (the net charge, η * of the DNA segment inside the capsid is much smaller than that of the ejected segment because the latter has higher capacitance). In the previous section, we have shown that for almost neutral DNA, their interaction is dominated by short range attraction forces. Hence, one can approximate:
Here, d 0 is the equilibrium interaxial distance of DNA bundle condensed by multivalent counterions. Due to the strongly pressurized viral capsid, the actual interaxial distance, d, 
where the empirical values of the constants F 0 and c are 0.5 pN/nm 2 and 0.14 nm respectively.
As we showed in the previous section, like the parameter c Z,0 , accurate calculation of μ DNA is also very sensitive to an accurate determination of the counterion correlation energy, μ cor . Adopting the same point of view, instead of using the analytical approximation (11), we treat μ DNA and d 0 as additional fitting parameters. In total, our semi-empirical theory has three fitting parameters (c Z,0 , μ DNA , d 0 ).
Fitting of experiment of DNA ejection from bacteriophages and discussion
Equation (12) together with (13), (14), (15) and (17) provide the complete expression for the total energy of the DNA genome of our semi-empirical theory. For a given external osmotic pressure, osm , and a given Z−ion concentration, c Z , the equilibrium value for the ejected DNA genome length, L * o , is the length that minimizes the total free energy G(L o ) of the system, where
Here, L o πa 2 is the volume of ejected DNA segments in aqueous solution. The result of fitting our theoretical ejected length L * o to the experimental data of [11] is shown in Fig. 1 . In the experiment, wild type bacteriophages λ was used, so R = 29 nm and L = 16.49 μm [35] . osm is held fixed at 3.5 atm and the Mg +2 counterion concentration is varied from 10 mM to 200 mM. The fitted values are found to be c Z,0 = 64 mM, μ DNA = −0.004 k B T per nucleotide base, and d 0 = 2.73 nm.
The strong influence of multivalent counterions on the process of DNA ejection from bacteriophage appears in several aspects of our theory and is easily seen by setting d = d 0 , thus neglecting the weak dependence of d on L i and using (16) for DNA-DNA interactions inside the capsid. Firstly, the attraction strength |μ DNA | appears in the expression for the free energy, (18) , with the same sign as osm (recall that L i = L − L o ). In other words, the attraction between DNA strands inside capsid acts as an additional "effective" osmotic pressure preventing the ejection of DNA from bacteriophage. This switch from repulsive DNA-DNA interactions for monovalent counterion to attractive DNA-DNA interactions for Mg +2 leads to an experimentally observed decrease in the percentage of DNA ejected from 50% for monovalent counterions to 20% for Mg +2 counterions at optimal inhibition (c Z = c Z,0 ). Secondly, the electrostatic energy of the ejected DNA segment given by (13) is logarithmically symmetrical around the neutralizing concentration c Z,0 . This is well demonstrated in Fig. 1 where the log-linear scale is used. This symmetry is also similar to the behavior of another system which exhibits a charge inversion phenomenon, the nonmonotonic swelling of macroion by multivalent counterions [36] .
It is very instructive to compare our fitting values for μ DNA and c Z,0 to those obtained for other multivalent counterions. Fitting done for the experiments of DNA condensation with Spm +4 and Spd +3 shows μ DNA to be −0.07 and −0.02 k B T/base respectively [14, 23] . For our case of Mg +2 , a divalent counterion, and bacteriophage λ experiment, μ DNA is found to be −0.004k B T/base. This is quite reasonable since Mg +2 is a much weaker counterion leading to much lower counterion correlation energy. Furthermore, c Z,0 was found to be 3.2 mM for the tetravalent counterion, 11 mM for the trivalent counterion. Our fit of c Z,0 =64 mM for divalent counterions again is in favorable agreement with these independent fits. Note that in the limit of high counterion valency (Z → ∞), (9) shows that c Z,0 varies exponentially with −Z 3/2 [17] [18] [19] . The large increase in c Z,0 from 3.2 mM for tetravalent counterions to 11 mM for trivalent counterions, and to 64 mM for divalent counterions is not surprising.
It is quantitatively significant to point out that our fitted value μ DNA = −0.004k B T per base explains why Mg +2 ions cannot condense DNA in free solution. This energy corresponds to an attraction of −1.18k B T per persistence length. Since the thermal fluctuation energy of a polymer is about k B T per persistence length, this attraction is too weak to overcome thermal fluctuations. It therefore can only partially condense free DNA in solution [24] . Only in the confinement of the viral capsid can this attraction effect appear in the ejection process. It should be mentioned that computer simulations of DNA condensation by idealized divalent counterions [26, 27] show a weak shortrange attraction comparable to our μ DNA . This suggests that in the presence of divalent counterions, electrostatic interaction are an important (if not dominant) contribution to DNA-DNA short range interactions inside viral capsid.
The phenomenological constants μ DNA and c Z,0 depend strongly on the strength of the correlations between multivalent counterions on the DNA surface. The stronger the correlations, the greater the DNA-DNA attraction energy |μ DNA | and the smaller the concentration c Z,0 . In [11] , MgSO 4 salt induces a strong inhibition effect. Due to this, c Z,0 for MgSO 4 falls within the experimental measured concentration range and we use these data to fit our theory. Experiment data suggests MgCl 2 induces weaker inhibition, thus c Z,0 for MgCl 2 is larger and apparently lies at higher value than the measured range. More data at higher MgCl 2 concentrations is needed to obtain reliable fitting parameters for this case. In fact, the value c Z,0 104 mM obtained from the computer simulation of [26] is nearly twice as large as our semi−empirical results. This demonstrates again that this concentration is very sensitive to the exact calculation of the counterion correlation energy μ cor . The authors of [11] used non-ideality and ion specificity as an explanation for these differences. From our point of view, they can lead to the difference in μ cor , hence in the value c Z,0 .
Lastly, we would like to point out that the fitted value for the equilibrium distance between neighboring DNA in a bundle, d 0 27.3Å is well within the range of various known distances from experiments [9, 23] .
Simulation of DNA hexagonal bundles in the presence of divalent counterions
To verify the strongly correlated physics of DNA-DNA interaction in the presence of divalent counterions inside viral capsids, we perform simulation of a system of DNA hexagonal bundle in the presence of difference concentrations of divalent counterions. Detailed description of the simulation model can be found in [26, Nguyen 2013 , manuscript in preparation]. The DNA bundle in hexagonal packing is modeled as a number of DNA molecules arranged in parallel along the z-axis. In the horizontal plane, the DNA molecules form a two dimensional hexagonal lattice with lattice constant d (the DNA-DNA interaxial distance) (Fig. 5) .
Individual DNA molecule is modeled as an impenetrable cylinder with negative charges glued on it. The charges are positioned in accordance with the locations of nucleotide groups along the double-helix structure of a B-DNA. The hardcore cylinder has radius of 7Å. The negative charges are hard spheres of radius 2Å, charge −e and lie at a distance of 9Å from the DNA axis. This gives an averaged DNA radius, r DNA of 1nm. The solvent water is treated as a dielectric medium with dielectric constant D = 78 and temperature T = 300
• K. The positions of DNA molecules are fixed in space. This mimics the constrain on DNA configurational entropy inside viruses and other experiments of DNA condensation using divalent counterions. The mobile ions in solution are modeled as hard spheres with unscreened Coulomb interaction (the primitive ion model). The coions have radius of 2Å and charge −e. The divalent counterions have radius of 2.5Å and charge +2e.
In practical situation, the DNA bundle is in equilibrium with a water solution containing free mobile ions at a given concentration. Therefore we simulate the system using Grand Canonical Monte-Carlo (GCMC) simulation. The number of ions are not constant during the simulation. Instead their chemical potentials are fixed. The chemical potentials are chosen in advance by simulating a DNA-free salt solution and adjusting them so that the solution has the correct ion concentrations. Another factor that complicates the simulation of reentrant condensation phenomenon arises from the fact that there are both monovalent and divalent salts in solution in experiments. At very low concentration of divalent counterions, DNA is screened mostly by monovalent counterions. To properly simulate the DNA bundle at this low c Z limit, we need to include both salts in our simulations. the standard GCMC method [37] is generalized to simulate of a system containing a mixture of both multivalent and monovalent salts. To mimic mixtures used in experiments, we maintain c 1 at about 50 mM and varies c Z from 10 mM to about 300 mM.
As the goal of the computer simulation, we are concerned with calculating the "effective" DNA-DNA interaction, and correspondingly the free energy of assembling DNA bundle at different Z−ion concentrations. To do this, the Expanded Ensemble method [27] is used. This scheme allows us to calculate the osmotic pressure of the DNA bundle by sampling the system free energies at slightly different volumes. These osmotic pressure would directly proportional to the "effective" DNA-DNA interaction in the system.
Overcharging of DNA by multivalent counterions
As aforementioned in the introduction and Section 2, and suggested by our theoretical fit of bacteriophage DNA ejection experiments earlier, one of the striking consequence of the strong correlation among condensed Z-ions is the possibility of DNA molecules being overcharged by at high concentration c Z . Our simulations shown that this is indeed the case for c Z ≥ 104 mM. In Fig. 6 , the local coion concentration, c 1 (r), as functions of the distance from a DNA central axis for the bundle with the interaxial DNA distance, d, is chosen to be 50Å. They are the largest systems simulated in this work. The value d = 50Å is reasonably large, so that the influence from neighboring DNA helices in the bundle is minimal and each DNA behaves almost as if it were isolated.
As one can see, for low c Z , c 1 (r) decreases monotonically as r decreases from ∞ to 10Å (the DNA cylinder radius). This suggests that the DNA net charge, η * , is negative at these concentrations. However, for c Z ≥ 100 mM, c 1 (r) increases as r decreases from ∞. This accumulation of coions clearly suggests that η * is positive at these concentrations. In other words, DNA molecules are overcharged.
Note that, at high Z−ion concentrations, c 1 (r) only starts to decrease again when r decreases below 17Å. This is easily understood if we approximate the thickness of the condensed counterion layer to be the same as the average distance between Z−ions along the DNA surface, or about 14Å. Then, the value r = 14Å corresponds to an approach distance of 7Å to the surface of the DNA, and is roughly half the thickness of the condensed counterion layer. Clearly, at such small approach, DNA "bare" charges are not screened by Z−ions and η * is not a meaningful physical quantity.
Counterion mediated DNA-DNA interactions and the DNA packaging free energy
In Fig. 7 , the osmotic pressure of DNA bundle at different c Z is plotted as a function of the interaxial DNA distance, d. Because this osmotic pressure is directly related to the "effective" force between DNA molecules at that interaxial distance [27, 38] , Fig. 7 also serves as a plot of DNA-DNA interaction. As one can see, when c Z is greater than a value around 20 mM, there is a short-range attraction between two DNA molecules as they approach each other. This is the well-known phenomenon of like-charge attraction between macroions mentioned in Section 2 [31, 39] . The attraction appears when the distance between these surfaces is of the order of the lateral separation between counterions (about 14Å for divalent counterions). The maximal attraction occurs at the distance d 28Å, in good agreement with various theoretical and experimental results [9, 23] .
It is also very illustrative to look at the DNA-DNA "effective" interaction at larger d. At these separations, the distribution of counterions in the bundle can be considered to be composed of two populations: condensed layers of counterions near the surfaces of the DNA molecules and diffuse layers of counterions further away. Of course, there is no definite distance that separates condensed from diffused counterions. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect the thickness of the condensed counterion layer to be of the order of the average lateral distance between counterions on the DNA surface. So for d > 35Å, both counterion populations are present and one expects DNA-DNA interaction to be the standard screened Coulomb interaction between two charged cylinders with charge density η * . As evident from Fig. 7 , at small c Z , such as for c Z = 14 mM, DNA-DNA interaction is repulsive. As c Z increases, DNA-DNA interaction becomes less repulsive and reach a minimum around 75 mM. As c Z increases further, DNA-DNA repulsion starts to increase again. This is the same behavior as that of the phenomenon of reentrant DNA condensation by multivalent counterions [14, 17, 18] . The non-monotonic dependence of DNA-DNA "effective" interaction on the counterion concentration is even more clear if one calculates the free energy, μ DNA , of packaging DNA into bundles. This free energy is the difference between the free energy of a DNA molecule in a bundle and that of an individual DNA molecule in the bulk solution (d = ∞). It can be calculated by integrating the pressure with the volume of the bundle. Per DNA nucleotide base, the packaging free energy is given by:
where l = 1.7Å is the distance between DNA nucleotides along the axis of the DNA. The numerical result for μ DNA (d) at the optimal bundle lattice constant d = 28Å is plotted in Fig. 8 as function of the c Z . Due to the limitation of computer simulations, the numerical integration is performed from d = 28Å to d = 50Å only. However, this will not change the conclusion of this paper because the omitted integration from d = 50Å to d = ∞ only gives an almost constant shift to μ DNA . Once again, the non-monotonic dependence of the electrostatic contribution to DNA packaging free energy is clearly shown. There is an optimal concentration, c Z,0 , where the free energy cost of packaging DNA is lowest. It is even negative indicating the tendency of the divalent counterions to condense the DNA. At smaller or larger concentrations of the counterions, the free energy cost of DNA packaging is higher and positive. These results are consistent with the correlation theory of DNA reentrant condensation by multivalent counterions [14, 17, 18] . For small c Z , DNA molecules are undercharged (η * < 0). For large c Z , DNA molecules are overcharged (η * > 0). To condense the DNA molecules, one has to overcome the Coulomb repulsion between them. Therefore, the free energy cost of packaging is positive. For c Z ≈ c Z,0 , the DNA molecules are almost neutral, η * ≈ 0. The Coulomb repulsion is negligible and the free energy cost of condensing DNA molecules is lowest. Furthermore, the like-charge attraction among DNA molecules mediated by the counterions [39] is dominant in this concentration range, causing the electrostatic packaging free energy to become negative. Figure 8 gives the short-range attraction among DNA molecules to be −0.008k B T/base. This is about twice as large as the fitted value obtained from the viral DNA ejection experiments in Section 4 [40] . There are many factors that leads to this quantitative discrepancy. Our main approximation is that in the simulation, the position of the DNA cylinders are straight with infinite bending rigidity. Inside viruses, DNA are bent, and the configuration entropy of the DNA are not necessary zero, and there is not a perfect hexagonal arrangement of DNA cylinder with fixed inter-DNA distance. The physical parameters of the system such as ion sizes, DNA orientations, etc. [41, 42] can also affect the strength of DNA-DNA short range attraction. Nevertheless, the non-monotonic electrostatic influence of divalent counterions on DNA-DNA "effective" interaction is clearly demonstrated in our idealized simulation.
Another important point to note is that, for simplicity, we simulate the system with monovalent coions. The neutralizing concentration c Z,0 is about 100 mM from our simulation in this case. In the experiment setup, the MgSO 4 salt (divalent coions) shows a minimum in the amount of DNA ejection from viral capsid at about 64 mM. The data for MgCl 2 salt (monovalent coions) seems to suggest a minimum in DNA ejection at about 100 mM, about the same as our simulation, although this behavior needs more systematic experimental study.
Role of finite size of counterions
In all the systems simulated so far, we set the radius of the divalent counterion to 2.5Å. The results agrees qualitatively and semi-quantitatively with some of the experimental results of DNA ejection from capsid with MgSO 4 salt. However, experimental results shows that there is a strong ion specific effects among MgSO 4 salt, MgCl 2 , or Mn salt counterions. This shows that the role of the hydration effect, and the entropy of the hydrated water molecules are significant and need to be properly taken into account when one deals with the problem of DNA confinement inside viral capsids. In a recent study (Nguyen 2013 , manuscript in preparation), a first step is taken to study this ion specific effect. Specifically, the problem of how DNA-DNA interaction is affected by changing the radius of the counterions is studied.
In Fig. 9 , the osmotic pressure (which is proportional to the effective DNA-DNA interaction) of the hexagonal DNA bundle is plotted as a function of the inter DNA distance for three counterion sizes, 2Å, 2.5Å, and 3Å, respectively. The counterion concentration is chosen to be approximately 100mM in each simulation. As one can see, the first consequence of changing counterion size is obviously the equilibrium distance of the DNA bundle. The optimal inter-DNA distance, d
* , where the short-range DNA attraction is strongest increases with the counterion radius. As the counterion radius is increased from 2.0Å to 2.5Å to 3.0Å, d
* increases from 26Å to 27Å then 29Å respectively. This is not suprising. Entropic costs of confining larger counterions inside DNA bundle leads to a higher value for the optimal interaxial DNA distance d * . Inside viral capsids, the DNA-DNA electrostatic interactions have to compete with the bending energy. Depending on the percentage of DNA packaged, the equilibrium interaxial DNA distance can be far from these optimal values. It is expected that the effect of ion sizes will be more pronounced. At the highest packaging length, where d 28Å, smaller ion hydration radius will condense DNA better. This effect will be studied in more detail in a future work. In Fig. 10 , the free energy of packaging DNA into an hexagonal bundle with the optimal inter-DNA distance, d
* , is plotted as a function of the counterion concentrations for the three different counterion radii.
Again, for all values of a counterion's radius, the behavior of the free energy of packaging on the concentration c Z is non-monotonic, and all the minima of the free energy are negative. This shows that the finite size of ion does not change the fact that the DNA molecules can condensate to form a bundle due to correlation attraction. Within this limited simulation scope, it is found that the counterion sizes have weak influence on the depth and position of the maximal DNA condensation bundle. However, it is clear from Fig. 10 that the width of the region where DNA is condensed (packaging free energy is negative) is broaden with increasing ion sizes. It can be suggested from these results that, in experiments, 
Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper has shown that divalent counterions such as Mg +2 have strong effects on DNA condensation in a confined environment (such as inside the bacteriophage capsid) similar to those of counterions with higher valency. We propose that the nonmonotonic dependence of the amount of DNA ejected from bacteriophages has the same physical origin as the reentrant condensation phenomenon of DNA molecules by multivalent counterions. Fitting our semi-empirical theory to available experimental data, we obtain the strength of DNA-DNA short-range attraction mediated by divalent counterions. The fitted values agree quantitatively and qualitatively with experimental values from other DNA system and computer simulations. This shows that in the problem of viral DNA package where DNA lateral motion is restricted, divalent counterions can plays an important role similar to that of counterions with higher valency. This fact should to be incorporated in any electrostatic theories of bacteriophage packaging. Results from our theoretical and simulation can provide a starting point for future works with DNA-DNA condensation in the presence of divalent counterions.
